THANKSGIVING TURKEY TREATS

I. Watch the video and match the pictures with the words.

a) Feathers  /  b) wattle  /  c) A turkey  /  d) Chocolate sandwich cookies  /  i) Red frosting  /  

 e) Candy corn  /  f) Peanut butter cups  /  g) Chocolate malt balls  /  h) Melted chocolate

II. Watch the video again: Complete the text with the verbs from the list.

I recently St Jude Children’s Hospital in Memphis, and a very special little boy named Kaden. At Thanksgiving he and his Mum these cute little turkeys…

So he me a bunch and then me how to make some. I was so touched by it, so they’ve now … a part of my Thanksgiving tradition.

You one double stuffed chocolate sandwich cookie, I take candy corn and I them inside the white filling part… so the candy corn as feathers for the turkey. You a peanut butter cup into some melted chocolate, then I a chocolate malt ball and that as the face. The white tip of the candy corn acts as the nose of the turkey and I take a little red frosting to a little wattle of the turkey. And you it in the fridge for about 20 minutes until all the chocolate.

I it in melted chocolate and then I it in another sandwich cookie: that way it upright and real pretty.
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THANKSGIVING TURKEY TREATS

I. Watch the video and match the pictures with the words.
   a) Feathers  /  b) wattle  /  c) A turkey  /  d) Chocolate sandwich cookies  /  i) Red frosting  /  
   e) Candy corn  /  f) Peanut butter cup  /  g) Chocolate malt balls  /  h) Melted chocolate

II. Complete the text with the vocabulary you hear.

I recently visited St Jude in Memphis, and met a very special little boy named Kaden. At Thanksgiving he and his Mum make these cute little turkeys…

So he made me a bunch and then showed me how to make some. I was so touched by it, so they’ve now become a part of my…

You take one double stuffed…, I take candy corn and I place them inside the white filling part… so the candy corn acts as feathers for the turkey. You dip a peanut butter cup into some melted chocolate, then I take a chocolate malt ball and that acts as the face. The white tip of the candy corn acts as the nose of the turkey and I take a little red frosting to create a little of the turkey. You put it in the fridge for about 20 minutes until all the chocolate sets… I dip it in melted chocolate and then I land it on another… that way it stands upright and looks real….
I recently visited St Jude Children’s Hospital in Memphis, and met a very special little boy named Kaden. At Thanksgiving he and his Mum make these cute little turkeys… So he made me a bunch and then showed me how to make some. I was so touched by it, so they’ve now become … a part of my Thanksgiving tradition.

You take one double stuffed chocolate sandwich cookie, I take candy corn and I place them inside the white filling part… so the candy corn acts as feathers for the turkey. You dip a peanut butter cup into some melted chocolate, then I take a chocolate malt ball and that acts as the face. The white tip of the candy corn acts as the nose of the turkey and I take a little red frosting to create a little wattle of the turkey. You put it in the fridge for about 20 minutes until all the chocolate sets I dip in melted chocolate and then I land it on another sandwich cookie: that way it stands upright and looks real pretty.
HOW WELL DO YOU REMEMBER?

PUT AWAY YOUR WORKSHEETS AND PUT THE SENTENCES IN THE RIGHT ORDER.

a) The white tip of the candy corn acts as the nose of the turkey
b) and met a very special little boy named Kaden.
c) You dip a peanut butter cup into some melted chocolate
d) Then I take a chocolate malt ball and that acts as the face
e) At Thanksgiving he and his Mum make these cute little turkeys…
f) I take candy corn and I place them inside the white filling part,
g) and I take a little red frosting to create a little wattle of the turkey
h) I was so touched by it, so they’ve now become… a part of my Thanksgiving tradition.
i) that way it stands upright and looks real pretty.
j) I dip in melted chocolate and then I land it in another sandwich cookie:
k) so he made me a bunch and then showed me how to make some.
l) I recently visited St Jude Children’s Hospital in Memphis.
m) You take one double stuffed chocolate sandwich cookie
n) so the candy corn acts as feathers for the turkey
o) You put it in the fridge for about 20 minutes until all the chocolate sets
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f) I take candy corn and I place them inside the white filling part,
g) and I take a little red frosting to create a little wattle of the turkey
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CORRIGE A PROJETER.

HOW WELL DO YOU REMEMBER?

PUT AWAY YOUR WORKSHEETS AND PUT THE SENTENCES IN THE RIGHT ORDER.

a) The white tip of the candy corn acts as the nose of the turkey
b) and met a very special little boy named Kaden.
c) You dip a peanut butter cup into some melted chocolate
d) Then I take a chocolate malt ball and that acts as the face
e) At Thanksgiving he and his Mum make these cute little turkeys…
f) I take candy corn and I place them inside the white filling part,
g) and I take a little red frosting to create a little wattle of the turkey
h) I was so touched by it, so they’ve now become a part of my Thanksgiving tradition.
i) that way it stands upright and looks real pretty.
j) I dip in melted chocolate and then I land it in another sandwich cookie:
k) so he made me a bunch and then showed me how to make some.
l) I recently visited St Jude Children’s Hospital in Memphis.
m) You take one double stuffed chocolate sandwich cookie
n) so the candy corn acts as feathers for the turkey
o) You put it in the fridge for about 20 minutes until all the chocolate sets
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